Remote Learning Agreement for Teachers, Parents and Pupils at Chaucer Primary School
Teachers will…
Parents will…
Pupils will…
Set work each day to include:
Encourage and support your child to
Will log onto Google Classroom daily and
English
complete assigned work.
will be responsible to complete all work
Maths
tasks posted.
One other subject
If your child is sick, etc. parents need to
English
Reading on Reading Planet
call the attendance line and report your
Maths
child absence.
One other subject
Teachers will mark work tasks and provide
And some reading
feedback for pupils to improve and take
Communicate concerns with teachers,
their learning to the next step.
teaching assistants, SENCo and Family
Send their teachers completed work.
Learning Mentor.
Teachers will award pupils, with points for
Respond to feedback given by their
completing tasks, towards a reward in
Consider appropriate working conditions
teacher.
school.
for your child to find success throughout
the entire school/bubble closure period.
Ask their Teacher or Teaching assistant for
Teachers will be available online between
help when they need it.
9.00am-3.30pm, to support pupils with
Monitor your child’s communication and
their learning.
online safety.
For every piece of work completed, a pupil
will earn points towards reward in school.
If a pupil does not complete their work
Establish a daily schedule and routine.
tasks, parents will be informed and the
If a pupil is using a work pack rather than
pupil will be expected to catch-up.
Parents must inform school if they require online technology, then a parent can send a
work packs rather than use online
photo of the completed work through Class
Teachers will provide work packs if pupils technology.
Dojo, so the pupil can receive points for
do not have necessary technology at home.
completed work.
If they are unwell, a pupil must tell their
parent who must inform school.

